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The Royal Museum of Fine Arts Antwerp (KMSKA) manages a collection of visual arts masterpieces 

from the Southern Netherlands from the 14th to the 20th century, supplemented with other 

international renowned works of art. 

This art tradition is made accessible to a wide audience in the grandeur of an inspiring historical 

building. We share our knowledge on a human scale, with stories that amaze, enrich and connect. 

 

We seek innovation within traditions. This is how we amaze. And challenge the audience to (self-) 

reflect. This keeps our heritage current and relevant. 

 

We enrich our visitors through inspirational activities. We create a dialogue and grow with them. 

 

It's a place for meeting others. We connect people across generations and cultures. 

 

 

 

The KMSKA strives to be a museum of European excellence. 

 

We are committed to high-quality leisure time. In doing so, we cherish traditions but also focus on new 

trends. We add an extra dimension to the traditional museum experience with must-see exhibitions. To 

do this, we take a multidisciplinary approach to our collection. We are hospitable and create a warm 

place that arouses emotions. 

 

We are spreading the word that the KMSKA is the centre of expertise for Ensor. We are expanding our 

leading position by further investing in technical materials research, documentation and knowledge 

sharing. We are a key player in research on Rubens, together with our Antwerp partners. 

 

We are an enthusiastic and professional team, and promote this spirit to our visitors, partners, 

government and other museums. We are open to learning more. We actively involve our audience in the 

way we operate. 
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The Royal Museum of Fine Arts Antwerp (KMKSA) closed in 2011 for a comprehensive renovation as 

specified in a dedicated master plan. Four patios or courtyards of the existing building have been 

converted into a new museum volume. Visitors are able to follow the original itinerary in the existing 

building as they walk through the restored stately public galleries of the museum. The architectural 

concept designed by KAAN Architecten takes the visitor on an adventurous journey through two 

worlds in one museum, two contrasting and conversing museums. Adventurous because it is 

unpredictable. However, always in balance and designed to bring out the best in the KMSKA collection. 

Not only the museum's interior is undergoing a metamorphosis. With its restored façade, including a 

new mosaic at the entrance, and the creation of a real museum garden, a visit to the museum 

guarantees a total experience. 

 

 

→ experience space 

→ library with reading room  

→ bookshop  

→ depot 

→ Grand Café  

→ interactive information zone 

→ offices 

→ coffee bar  

→ museum workshop 

→ museum garden 

→ restoration workshop 

→ public galleries 

→ two worlds in one 
 

 

 

RENOVATION  repair and adapt the building to current needs 

RESTORATION 
restore to the original condition with traditional materials and 

techniques 

NEW 

CONSTRUCTION  
within the walls of a monument, an infill 

ASBESTOS 

REMOVAL  
removal of all asbestos 

ARCHAEOLOGY  
partial excavation and documentation of the 16th-century citadel of 

the Duke of Alva under the museum garden and museum 

GARDEN DESIGN new landscaping of the garden  
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Before the museum closed, the collection was scattered across seven depots. The original bombproof 

bunker and nuclear shelter from the Cold War, for example, had to be cleared. The demolition was a 

difficult task for the contractor group Artes. The pneumatic hammer had to destroy 1,350 tonnes of 

concrete and 81 tonnes of steel. 

The new KMSKA depot has 3,660 m2 of racks for paintings on two floors. The room is dust- and 

vibration-free and boasts state-of-the-art climate control. It's ideal for keeping safe the valuable 

collection, which includes Rubens' colossal altarpieces. The depot stores around 1,300 works of art that 

will not be loaned out for exhibitions during the renovation works, or that are too fragile or too large to 

be moved. Completion of the depot was the first milestone of the master plan. 

 

 + The completion of the depot is the first concrete implementation of the 

master plan 

+ Works of art that are not loaned out or are too large or too fragile to be 

moved are stored safely here. 

+ The state-of-the-art depot meets all international standards in terms of 

security and climate control 

 

This first phase of the master plan re-creates the original public gallery that dates back to 1890. This 

will put an end to the fragmentation that has developed in the museum over the years. Several galleries 

were being used out of necessity as depots, restoration studios or offices, making them inaccessible to 

the public and reducing the space available for art. Several original columns were revealed behind the 

partitioning during the demolition work.  

It became clear during these works how much asbestos was in the building and this resulted in 

intensive work to remove the asbestos.  
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A typical extension in the form of an annex outside the original museum building was not an option for 

the KMSKA. KAAN Architecten resolutely choose an infill consisting of ten contemporary public 

galleries where four patios used to be, accounting for 40% more exhibition space. The main contractor, 

ARTES Group, is building these galleries as an autonomous entity in the heart of the building. 

Asymmetry reigns in the new galleries with height, volume and incidence of light varying. The spaces 

are high with a vertical emphasis and provide a surprise around every corner. They form a fascinating 

contrast to the symmetry of the classical building. The new museum cannot be seen from the old 

museum building, and vice versa. Two different worlds are housed in a single building.  

A straight staircase, or stairway to heaven, connects the new public galleries on the first floor with those 

on the top floor. This upper level rests like a tabletop on the four legs of the patios. On a mezzanine 

floor, KAAN Architecten created dark cabinets in deep midnight blue, intended for the collection's more 

delicate works of art such as the etchings, drawings, sketches and small sculptures. They are dimly lit 

by the voids.  

 

+ four patios provide additional museum space, the other two are technical 
towers, connected above the roof  

+ the base is a 1,000,000 kg steel frame 
+ the infill is not visible from the outside because it is contained within the 

façades  
+ white is the dominant colour in the new museum, from floor to roof, except 

in the blue cabinets where vulnerable art is exhibited 
+ the public galleries do not have a distinct physical identity 

+ height difference of 22 m  
+ staircase length = 37 metres 
+ 98 steps (140 kg) and 5 platforms/landings (920 kg) = 103 steps 
+ white polished precast concrete steps 
+ the stairs are anchored to the underlying steel structure 

+ roof finish in white PVC 
+ 198 triangular, three-dimensional skylights spread northern light over all 

the galleries in the new museum 
+ together with the integrated artificial lighting, the skylights soften the 

daylight and compensate for the lack of seasonal light incidence  

provide natural light to penetrate all levels of the new museum, up to 23 metres 
under the roof. 

contribute to the (dazzling) experience in the new public galleries. 

were added where the new galleries cut through the solid mass of the original 
building. They are visual nods to the original building.  

+ new climate control system  
+ underfloor heating  
+ one year trial to optimize for all seasons 
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Boasting a renovated roof with a skylight and sun blinds, brand-new technical installations and 

extensively refurbished galleries, the restoration of the 19th-century museum goes way beyond a lick of 

paint. These major remodelling works are designed to make the centuries-old building future-proof. 

KAAN Architecten has a deep respect for the 19th-century concept of the original architects Jean 

Jacques Winders and Frans Van Dijck. The full restoration of this concept is one of the most important 

pillars of their master plan. KAAN Architecten is committed in the first place to restoring the building to 

its original grandeur. This means renovation and restoration, and restoring the original walkway. 

Visitors can explore once again the succession of exhibition rooms and galleries in antique red, olive 

green and Pompeian red with high columns and plaster ceiling ornaments. The colour scheme refers to 

the original colours used in the museum. Mouldings with gold decorations will be used in the museum's 

gallery of honour, the Rubens Room and the Van Dyck Room. Historic plasterwork, carpentry and 

parquet floors have been preserved where possible and carefully refurbished.  

 

The KMSKA was designed as a daylight museum, and this will still be the case more than ever. The 

abundance of light is precisely what unites the two parts. Windows and skylights bring light into the 

original galleries, while the new volume has 198 skylights.  

 

HISTORIC MUSEUM 
ROOMS 

+ asbestos clean-up 
+ historic plasterwork, carpentry and parquet floors have been preserved 

where possible and carefully refurbished  
+ damaged mouldings repaired according to original design  
+ all the ceilings are in the same colour, wall colours vary according to 

room: from Pompeian red and antique red to olive green  
+ mouldings decorated with gold in the Rubens Room and Van Dyck 

Room 
+ the wall between the Rubens Room and the Van Dyck Room was shifted 

to create a bridge between the blue cabinets and the new museum 
rooms. 

+ the original fabric benches were restored or remade. These benches 
camouflage the (restored) heating radiators like before. 

TECHNIQUES  

+ two technical towers + one technical floor 
+ humid and dry air is mixed in the technical towers to achieve the correct 

humidity before sending it to the exhibition rooms 
+ technical floor from where all air ducts to the upper and lower levels 

depart 

CLIMATE CONTROL 
INSTALLATION 

+ smart air-conditioning system.  
+ displaced air moves down via the cornice because it is colder than the 

ambient temperature.  
+ radiators in the centre of the room heat the air to make it rise again.  
+ extraction via the ceiling 
+ one year trial to optimize for all seasons 

PIVOTING PARTITION 
+ a rotating partition measuring 5.5 by 9 metres on the first floor and a 

new lift improve the logistics when moving large works of art  

ROOF 

+ new copper that gradually changes colour, from pure copper to brown 
and green within 5 to 10 years 

+ skylights in very clear glass create optimum light incidence above the 
public galleries 

+ new sun screens, to be closed in bright sunlight 
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Time had ravaged the exterior of the museum. The façades had turned dull grey and the mosaics had 

lost their splendour. PERSPECTIV architects started the preparations for the restoration of the building 

in October 2016. Contractor Artes Woudenberg started the renovation of the south façade, in the 

Beeldhouwersstraat, in 2018. This was followed by the north and west façades, and finally the east 

façade at the back of the building. The team worked on each façade for six months. After a meticulous 

restoration, the façades regained their intended shades of pink, yellow, orange, grey and blue.  

The façade team also tackled all the sculptures and friezes on the façades in close consultation with 

the museum restorers. Euville stone, which was used for the building, is not superior quality so many of 

the statues look quite weather-beaten up close. The statues were given a consolidation treatment that 

stabilises their condition and slows down their degradation.  

The iconic 'horses' on the roof required a highly specialised process. The angel wings in particular catch 

a lot of wind (pressure) and had started to tear. The company Metafose restored as much as possible 

on site, although the restorers had to dismantle some parts, e.g. a head, for treatment in their own 

studio.  

KMSKA FAÇADE  
 

+ 10,000 m² 
+ made of a variety of stones, in different colours, with material-specific 

requirements for cleaning and restoration.  
+ the front façade in particular has shades of pink, yellow, orange, grey 

and blue.  
+ the Pompeian red paint on the wall of the loggia increases the contrast. 
+ headstone: limy sandstone from Gobertange,  
+ statues: light pink Euville stone from Northern France 
+ plinths: brick lined with bluestone 
+ façade loggia: speckled conglomerate stone from Brèche de Waulsort 

WEST FAÇADE OR 
FRONT FAÇADE 

+ contains the most decorative elements and required the most work  
+ a loggia across the width of the building, accessible from the second 

floor, with columns and portrait busts. 
+ columns with intricate capitals 
+ polychrome ceiling cassettes with gold leaf 
+ wide staircases 
+ large statue plinths 

SCULPTURES 

+ friezes, busts, medallions and other sculptures made between 1891 and 
1896 by 22 sculptors  

+ in porous Euville stone 
+ given consolidation treatment to slow down further deterioration 

THE TRIUMPH OF THE 
FINE ARTS 

+ by Thomas Vinçotte, in copper plates attached to an iron inner frame. 
Most of the work focused on treating the ironwork. 

+ the statues are roughly executed because they can only be seen from 
below, while retaining a sense of detail. The horses' coats have 
thousands of tiny hairs. 

+ restored on-site and some sections in Metafose's workshop after 
disassembly 
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At the end of the 19th century, mosaic became trendy once again. Jean Jacques Winders and Frans 

Van Dijk, the architects who designed the KMSKA, installed mosaic floors at various locations in the 

museum. The Filippo and Angelo Pellarin brothers, mosaic specialists from Sequals in northern Italy, 

laid all the mosaic floors in the building in 1890. 

 

The mosaic at the top of the staircases in front of the museum entrance was replaced by a new one in 

1977, on the occasion of the Rubens Year celebrations. Based on the original design and laid on 

concrete. The mosaic could not be restored easily because the stones are anchored in the concrete. 

This paved the way for a bold idea: to opt for a new design. Marie Zolamian (Beirut, 1975) was chosen 

to create an original concept. She usually paints on a small scale, although she has also realised some 

monumental projects. However, this is her first mosaic. In fact, it's the largest European art mosaic of 

the last 20 years.  

 

Marie Zolamian is fascinated by memory, heritage, and the tension between reality and imagination. 

Her design for the new KMSKA mosaic brings all these ideas together. Zolamian sought inspiration in 

the entire museum, from the building to the collection, and of course its long history. The creation is a 

welcome carpet in small stones, a large jigsaw puzzle of works from the collection, with heads, insects, 

hands, and crowns. Alert visitors are immediately introduced to what awaits them once they step 

through the museum doors.  

 

The renowned Belgian mosaic studio Mosaico di Due transformed the design into a painting in stones. 

Marie Zolamian's work is in good hands with Gino Tondat and Sarah Landtmeters. Gino comes from a 

family of Italian mosaicists and was first introduced to mosaics by his father Romano, in the Flemish 

city of Eeklo.  

Mosaico di Due knows the mosaic floors in the KMSKA like the back of their hand. The studio has been 

restoring floors in the museum since 1992. They were restoring mosaics once again in 2018-2019, this 

time as part of the master plan for the refurbishment.  

Mosaico di Due cleaved all 600,000 blocks by hand according to the pattern of the artwork. The project 

is the largest of its kind in the last 20 years, both in terms of refinement and use of materials. 

 

Surface area 76 m² 

Weight 3 tonnes of marble from around the world 

Material 
+ 60 types of marble 
+ glass from Murano 

Number of stones 
+ old mosaic: 187,500 
+ new mosaic: 600,000 

Hours worked 6,000 
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After the major construction phase, a new phase with a number of challenging sub-projects will follow 

from 2021 onwards. These will start while the building techniques, installed during the previous phase, 

operate in trial mode for a year. 

Scenography ensures a connection between the two different parts of the museum. A team consisting 

of TBM Robbrecht and Daem Architecten & Asli Ciçek came up with a 'family' of elements and a 

sophisticated lighting plan. Panels in black ink are used throughout the museum. As plinths, 

showcases, signage with gallery texts and even as large "billboards". All fixed and loose furniture, 

decors and partitions, information signage are made of veneered plywood boards which are hand-

coloured with ink. The new experience room is unique. Visitors are immersed in the exquisite details 

from various masterpieces. They entice the visitor to look at art from a different point of view. 

 

 

Team van Meer! designed a new museum garden, which is currently undergoing landscaping. The local 

residents were given a say in the winning design. Team van Meer! was inspired by the original design 

from the beginning of the 20th century. Various sculptures from the museum's collection are given a 

place in the garden. The museum garden is designed as a place for meeting and experiencing art, the 

first museum gallery with a serene character. A section of the garden still serves as a yard for ongoing 

construction work in the building. Landscaping of the last piece of the garden will be completed when 

the works have finished.   

 

 

The new construction phase will also focus on other areas in the building now that most of the 

museum's public areas have been tackled. KAAN Architecten prepared a plan to renovate the office 

zone. The roof will be renovated in the same way as the central roof of the 19th-century museum. The 

existing interior will be replaced by a new one after the demolition. In addition to offices, this zone will 

also house new studio spaces for which KAAN Architecten will design the furniture.  

 

 

The monumental De Keyser Room houses a collection of 39 permanent works of art on the walls and in 

the plaster hoods. This gallery was completely renovated at the end of the 20th century and did not 

require any new restoration work as part of the master plan. However, minor interventions, such as new 

lighting and the renovation of the ceiling, will bring the experience in this gallery to the same level as the 

newly restored rooms. 
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The new presentation of the permanent collection exhibits more than 650 works of art both from the 

museum's own collection and long-term loaned works. Many works of art are still at external locations. 

Before they are installed, KMSKA will bring them back to the museum. The museum will first set up a 

conservation studio. All works that come directly from external exhibitions as well as objects from the 

internal depot pass through this temporary studio. In the second phase, the museum will install the 

permanent collection in the galleries and the staff will organise the return transport of the pieces from 

the external depot. 

 

 

 

 
 

Client  
Government of Flanders 
Department of Culture, Youth and Media  

Project management 
The Agency for Facility Operations –  
Construction Projects Division 

Master plan architect  KAAN Architecten 

Project support | Partnership 
Technical advice | Safety coordination (phase 1) 

Bureau Bouwtechniek 

Restoration consultant Architectenbureau Fritz 

Technical installations, fire safety, lighting and 
acoustics 

Royal Haskoning DHV 

Principal contractor  ARTES Group 

Security contractor SERIS 

Façade restoration architect  PERSPECTIV architecten 

Façade restoration contractor  Artes Woudenberg  

Landscape architect  Team van Meer! 

Garden design contractors 
Herstens Wegenwerken 
Maes Industriële Verlichting 
Renotec 

Mosaic peristyle design Marie Zolamian 

Mosaic peristyle execution Mosaico Di Due 

Contractor for gold decoration in Rubens Room 
and Van Dyck Room 

Altri Tempi 

Scenography design  TBM Robbrecht and Daem Architecten - Asli Ciçek 

Multimedia design and execution De chinezen & Mojuice 
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Estimated final budget 100 million euros

KMSKA dimensions B 60 m, L 130 m, H 30 m  

Volume 170,000 m³ 

Total area of the museum building  21,000 m² 

Total area of the public zone:  13,000 m² 

Façade surface area  10,000 m² 

Infill the exhibition space increased by 40% 

Total surface area of the internal depot 610 m² 

Total m² of the internal depot 4,575 m² 

Available surface area of the internal depot 1,055 m² 

Number of storage racks in the internal depot, 
used on both sides 

152 = 304 sides and 3,660 m³ 
for about 1,800 paintings 

Number of posts for the foundation of the new 

museum 
147 posts 

Number of working hours to dismantle the nuclear 
shelter 

2,448 working hours 

Amount of steel used in new museum galleries 1,000,000 kg 

Number of skylights used in new museum galleries 198 

Stairway to heaven 
18 m high  
98 steps (140 kg) and 5 platforms (920 kg) = 103 
steps 

Number of metres of bookshelves in reading room 

 

271 running metres 

Number of museum galleries 
50, including 37 for the museum's own collection and 
11 for temporary exhibitions 

Number of exhibited works of art
654 including 454 paintings and 200 sculptures. 
25 works are highlights, 100 core works 

Heaviest painting in the collection 645 kg 

Lightest painting 0.3 kg 

Total weight of paintings in internal depot 25,000 kg 

Dimensions of art mosaic peristyle 76 m² 

Number of mosaic stones in the art mosaic 600,000 

Number of books in the library 
95,000 monographic publications, excluding 
periodicals and auction catalogues in series 
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De European Award for Architectural Heritage Intervention is a biennial award 
competition organised with the support of the Association of Architects for the 
Defence and Intervention in Architectural Heritage (AADIPA) and Architects' 
Association of Catalonia (COAC). The competition, which this year celebrates its 
tenth anniversary, rewards successful heritage projects. 
  
"It was important for us to respect the historic heritage of the KMSKA and to 
expand it in a sustainable way. We are therefore delighted that our hard work and 
the quality of this project has been recognised out of nearly 300 strong applicants." 
Dikkie Scipio, architect masterplan. 
This award is also important for the Flemish authorities. “Receiving such an award 
for the reopening of the museum is a real boost for us. KAAN Architecten has 
succeeded in seamlessly connecting old and new. The historic part of the museum 
was successfully renovated while a new modern volume was incorporated. We are 
very much looking forward to once again displaying our world-class collection in 
this fantastic building for the people of Antwerp, Flanders and the world.” Luk 
Lemmens, chairman of the KMSKA. 

 

 

https://www.eu-architecturalheritage.org/en/archive/a/v7nPJ1BLo49xr3KxJkeZXAKqG26jRp
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While the museum was closed, we did a critical review of our collection. Which works of art are really 

the most important, distinctive, representative works for the KMSKA? We came up with a shortlist of 

three works, each symbolising an important sub-collection. 25 highlights are true icons of our 

collection and an essential part of any museum visit. For those who want more but do not want to see 

all 650 works on display, 100 core works offer a fascinating immersion in the art world of the KMSKA. 

 

 

Three works of art symbolise the collection: 

1. Madonna surrounded by seraphim and cherubim, Jean Fouquet (icon for the historic section and 

art up to 1880) 

2. The Intrigue, James Ensor (icon for Ensor as pivotal milestone) 

3. The Last Day, Pierre Alechinsky (icon for the new section and art after 1880) 

Each of these works has a central position in the presentation of the collection. 

 

 

We focus on 25 works individually in a highlight tour. All of these works are masterpieces with 

exceptional attraction due to their historical importance, their mastery, and their subject.  

 
1. Fall of the rebellious angels, Frans Floris I 

2. Madonna surrounded by seraphim and cherubim, Jean Fouquet 

3. Altarpiece of the cabinetmakers, Quinten Massijs 

4. Orsini Polyptych, Simone Martini 

5. Adoration of the magi, Peter Paul Rubens 

6. Lamentation of Christ, Anthony van Dyck 

7. Saint Barbara, Jan van Eyck 

8. Two girls as Saints Agnes and Dorothea, Michaelina Wautier 

9. As the old sang, so the young pipe, Jacob Jordaens 

10. God the Father with singing and music-making angels, Hans Memling 

11. The prodigal son, Peter Paul Rubens 

12. The Parisian sphinx, Alfred Stevens 

13. Cleopatra, Alexandre Cabanel 

14. Pierre de Wissant, Auguste Rodin 

15. The man in the chair, Henri De Braekeleer 

16. The intrigue, James Ensor 

17. Woman ironing, Rik Wouters 

18. Sitting nude, Amadeo Modigliani 

19. The oyster eaters, James Ensor 

20. Rhytmus van lichtgolvingen. (Rhythm of light waves) Street, sun and crowd, Jules Schmalzigaug 

21. Maria Sèthe, future Mrs Henry Van de Velde, Theo Van Rysselberghe 

22. Sixteenth of September, René Magritte 

23. Spring, Jean Brusselmans 

24. The last day, Pierre Alechinsky 

25. Jacopo Pesaro being presented by Pope Alexander VI to Saint Peter, Titian 
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More than 8,400 works of art in the KMSKA embody the art heritage of the Flemish Community. 100 of 

these works excel historically, artistically and/or in terms of content slightly more than the rest. These 

signature works are the keys to better understanding the chosen gallery themes. The 100 core works 

provide a framework for viewing the other works of a particular theme in the same or a different 

perspective. A comprehensive text label with more information identifies the core works.  

The KMSKA has the largest and most diverse collection of James Ensor's works in the world, including:   

→ The Oyster Eater, Belgium's first 'impressionist' painting.  

→ The Intrigue, Ensor's most iconic of all mask paintings.  

→ The inexhaustible collection of drawings and sketches.  

→ Many works are also on the Flemish Community's list of masterpieces.   

→ Our collection provides an excellent overview of Ensor's entire career, with all the themes that 

preoccupied him and all the techniques he explored. This makes our collection very 

representative of Ensor's career as an artist.  

→ We also focus scientifically on Ensor and his creative processes through the Ensor Research 

Project. 

→ The KMSKA is the reference for Rubens's altarpieces and The Adoration of the Magi is a bucket 

list painting. 

→ We are working together with other Rubens partners in Antwerp to raise the profile of Rubens 

even more. 

→ We also examine Rubens's creative processes and his role during the Antwerp Baroque era in 

general. 

The refurbished museum will also have a print room, a darkened, protective environment in which to 

show works on paper, which are extremely sensitive to light. A print room in the new museum is an 

important step forward. Showing works on paper always entails extra risks due to their sensitivity to 

light. Because of this, many of the ones in our collection were rarely shown in the past. Now they will 

have a place of their own. The print room will stage a new presentation roughly three times a year, 

making it the perfect location for curators to experiment. They can regularly try out ideas, stories and 

compositions on the walls 

During the reopening, the important drawings by Michel Seuphor, which were added to the collection 

thanks to a recent donation, will be on display.  

 

The KMSKA is not only a treasure trove of artworks. We also have two lesser-known collections: a 

considerable collection of publications and the archives. The scientific museum library mainly has a 

supporting function: it facilitates research into the museum collections. Compared to other art libraries, 

we collect specifically object-oriented publications, with information about individual works of art. This 

mainly involves catalogues: exhibition and collection catalogues of museums, oeuvre catalogues of 

artists and auction catalogues. The museum archives store the archives of the museum's activities 

since 1816 and private archives of artists, art historians and patrons from the 19th and 20th centuries.  
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The KMSKA’s collection runs to 8,400 objects making it impossible to show all of them to the public. 

Following a rigorous selection process, 650 works will soon get a place on the walls of the new and the 

refurbished galleries. The team is giving a huge amount of thought to the selection, location and 

installation of our masterpieces. Each item in the presentation is a key work selected for specific 

reasons: 

 

→ They encapsulate the story we want to tell through and about the KMSKA’s rich collection. 

→ Each has an immense artistic and/or historical value. 

→ When shown together, they reinforce each other and their meaning, or else create entirely new 

connections. 

→ They feature on the Flemish government’s official Masterpiece List, which means they enjoy 

special protection. 

 

We have not been guided by chronology or style in our permanent display. Instead, we have opted for a 

dynamic arrangement within two major temporal clusters: the collection up to 1880 and the collection 

after that year. James Ensor is the pivot linking the two parts. 

 

Art dating from the 14th century to 1880 is displayed in the historic galleries. The building’s original 

architects, Jean Jacques Winters and Frans Van Dijk, designed the museum so that visitors could stroll 

around it. KAAN Architects has painstakingly restored those galleries, with immense attention to detail, 

enabling them to regain every bit of their historic grandeur. 

Rather than narrow corridors, we see a symmetrical sequence of rooms that creates impressive sight 

lines and through views. Deep perspectives that emphasize the monumental feeling of the galleries as 

well as the importance of the works of art. 

 

The display in the historic section is given over to shifting thematic and chronological approaches and 

to unexpected juxtapositions. For the most part, artists prior to 1880 were storytellers. Visitors are 

treated to a kaleidoscopic view of the great narratives within and behind the artworks, from maternal 

love to joyous celebration. 

 

When the museum was first built, the Rubens and Van Dyck Galleries were reserved for the majestic 

altarpieces painted by the great masters Rubens, Jordaens and Van Dyck. This is where they will be 

shown once again. 

 

The substantial collection of 19th-century art has been given a place in the Salon: three consecutive 

galleries crammed with art that was the height of fashion towards the fin-de-siècle. Including 

Orientalism, patriotic history and the everyday life of the bourgeoisie. Why ‘crammed’? Because that’s 

how they used to hang works at the big annual salons in Paris in the 19th century. 
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The original architects Winders and Van Dijk designed a museum tailored to the collection as it was at 

the end of the 19th century. By the 1920s, however, the building was already bursting at the seams with 

all the new purchases and donations.The museum’s administrators had the enclosed garden roofed 

over to create more space. KAAN Architects have now removed those later structures to insert new 

volumes on the site of the original gardens. 

This new section of the museum is a place of wonder, with a surprise around every corner. Not just 

because of the architecture, but the art too that will hang there: modern masterpieces from 1880 to the 

end of the 20th century. This art is more likely to be experimental than narrative in character. Modern 

artists did not necessarily depict the world in a naturalistic way. They turned the rules upside down, 

used alternative materials or worked in three dimensions. 

Their work is organized in our collection around three themes: colour, light and form. A prominent place 

is also given to our Rik Wouters collection. 

In a well-considered and well-balanced way, contemporary art is included in the presentation of the 

collection as well. This provides a different and broader view of the museum's own collection.  

 

James Ensor acts as the bridge between narrative art (before 1880) and the material experiments that 

came after 1880. He began his career with paintings that were closely aligned with middle-class taste 

at the time, until taking a new road with The Oyster Eater. A road with lots of twists and turns, because 

Ensor just loved to experiment. He reinvented himself time and again, yet also returned to the great 

stories from history. He painted an angry God chasing Adam and Eve out of Paradise, and was also 

fascinated by the figures of Christ and St Anthony. 

The world’s biggest and most varied Ensor collection has now been given the space it deserves. 

Besides the paintings, you will find an exploration of the artist’s creative process. It is an important 

focus of scholarly study, with researchers and restorers delving deep into the layers of paint to analyse 

Ensor’s artistic practice. 

 

 

KAAN Architecten created a reading room with a great aesthetic impact. It is balanced and restful. This 

is reflected in the collections we place there. High up and out of reach are older and long-running 

periodicals with beautifully bound spines. Below will be reference works with basic information about 

artists and their work, art-historical styles and periods. Next to these will be publications on Rubens and 

Ensor, and on artists or themes that are in the spotlight. The reading room will be freely accessible for 

those looking for or wanting to request additional information on the collection, or who just want to 

browse around in silence. The remainder of the library collection, some 95%, will be stored in an air-

conditioned depot. 
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What did an art collection look like in Antwerp's Golden Age? Visiting the Rockox House provides and 

answer to that question. The town-house residence of mayor and patron Nicolaas Rockox (1560-1640) 

was transformed into a luxurious art cabinet with masterpieces from the KMSKA and the most 

important works from the Rockox House. Moreover, every year several focus exhibitions are organised 

in The Golden Cabinet. Both museums collaborated closely to provide an appropriate side programme 

and promote visitor mediation. On 2 July 2017, the Rockox House also closed for renovation works, 

marking the end of this project. 

 

 

The best modern art from the collections of the KMSKA and the Province of Antwerp could be seen at 

ten exhibitions of De Modernen. During the closure of the KMSKA, the Queen Fabiola Hall was the place 

par excellence for experimenting with exhibition forms and visitor mediation. For example, KMSKA's 

youth crew Jongbloed! curated the exhibition Duo's 2 for which the youngsters themselves worked out 

the entire side programme. This project ended when the Province of Antwerp put the building up for 

sale. 
 
 

 

 

Bruegel's work was already enormously successful during his lifetime. Due to high demand, Bruegel's 

sons continued their father's successful formula. Bruegel Land studied the influence of Pieter Bruegel 

the Elder on painting in the Low Countries. From Teniers, Steen and De Braekeleer to Flemish 

expressionists such as Permeke, De Smet, Smits and Van De Woestyne. Bruegel Land followed the 

thread of popular tradition through Flemish and Dutch art with exhibitions that varied each year. The 

project ended when the Municipal Museum of Lier closed for refurbishing. 
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In addition to partnerships, the KMSKA also lends works for exhibitions in Belgium and abroad. For the 

period 2011-2021: 
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The Royal Museum of Fine Arts Antwerp (KMSKA) is the only Flemish museum with its own restoration 

studio. It was set up in April 1999.  

Originally, the studio focused solely on the restoration of paintings. For other disciplines, such as 

works on paper and sculptures, external conservators are called in.  
 
 

The studio has ambitious goals. Barely two years after it was set up, the studio started work on the 

most extensive project in its history: the restoration of God the Father with singing and music-making 

angels, a triptych by Hans Memling. For a while, the public were able to follow the restoration in one of 

the museum rooms. In February 2017, the panels received their final coat of varnish and the work was 

complete. Other important works that the studio is working on are by Antonello di Messina, Rogier Van 

Der Weyden, Pieter Bruegel I, Quinten Massijs, Peter Paul Rubens, Jacques Jordaens, Antoon Van Dijck, 

Joachim De Beuckelaer and James Ensor. 
 
 

The restoration studio does more than just restoring, although restorations are the most fascinating 

projects. Much of their work is in the field of 'conservation'. Hundreds of works are checked every year 

(internally and externally) in terms of their quality or are subject to minor treatments. Painting frames 

are treated or replaced, framing is optimised and deteriorating wood of panels is strengthened. Works 

that leave the museum on loan must be in top condition. The studio ensures that works can be 

transported in optimum conditions.  
 
 

When the museum closed in 2011, the restoration studio also moved to a studio outside Antwerp. The 

conservators have their workplace in the same space as a large part of the KMSKA collection. Their 

work continues unabated behind the scenes. More than ever before. In the light of the reopening of the 

museum, all works that will be exhibited will be given a treatment. From conservation to restoration. 

From pencil lines to frame. In the meantime, the busy studio also has to work on restorers' paper, 

frames and sculptures. 
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In addition to working on the collection, the restoration studio's main focus is on the restoration of 

paintings. Painting restorations follow a strict procedure. The duration of the various steps and 

consequently the entire restoration process varies and depends on the damage, dimensions, 

contamination, age, materials used and other criteria. As such, a restoration may take only a few 

months if the painting only needs to be cleaned and given a new layer of varnish. Or it may require 

several years if it is a fragile work in a large format with old retouching using materials that do not 

dissolve easily, for example. In the case of Memling's colossal and extremely complex God the Father 

with singing and music-making angels it required sixteen years of infinite patience.  
 

A restoration   

→ stabilises the condition of the paintings 

→ limits the risk of (further) damage 

→ ensures longer preservation for future generations 

→ creates optical added value  

→ rejuvenates the artistic quality 

→ reveals the artist's original intention 

→ provides the opportunity for thorough scientific and technical research of the materials 

→ brings new insights into an artist's painting techniques and use of materials 

→ supports art history research 
 
 

The entire restoration programme during the closure aims to ensure an adequate presentation of the 

selected works when the museum reopens. The closure provides an opportunity to carry out larger and 

more ambitious restoration projects. The ultimate ambition is to open the renovated museum with 

masterpieces in optimal condition. The museum believes that good care of the heritage it has been 

entrusted reflects on the visitor and consequently contributes to the image of the museum, and of 

Flanders. 

The KMSKA restoration studio restores works in a reversible manner. This means that the materials 

used, such as paints and varnishes, can easily be removed again. For example, lacunas are not filled 

with oil paint, even if the work is painted with oil paint. The studio consciously chooses water-based 

products, including water colours and gouache. 
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Sculptures have also been included in the general conservation plan in recent years, in view of the 

reopening. The selection of the sculptures to be restored is based on the same criteria as for paintings. 

However, the restoration of sculptures is generally not so radical.  
 

 

In recent years, frames have also received more attention. A dedicated frame restorer ensures that 

frames are also in top condition, especially in the case of restored paintings. The frame and painting 

form an optical unit, and visitors may be disturbed if their conditions do not match. If the condition of 

the frame is poor, it is replaced by a new one. This is also done in the restoration studio. 

Certain works remain more prone to fluctuations even after restoration, such as works on panels. They 

are put in a special frame to protect them better: the climate box. The glass, an airtight container with a 

kind of foil and extra material on top of the panel create a more stable climate directly around the 

painting. The work is better protected against variations in humidity and vibrations during transport. 
 

 

The museum owns a considerable collection of works on paper, mainly drawings and sketchbooks. To 

preserve these delicate works of art for the future, the museum works together with a specialised paper 

restorer.  
 

 

 

 
 

 

1 The number of treatments is not equal to the number of works. A single work may undergo several treatments: new 
frame, new condition report, superficial cleaning, condition check on location, etc. 
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The oeuvre of Peter Paul Rubens is estimated to comprise more than 2,500 compositions and 

approximately 10,000 works of art. The Corpus Rubenianum Ludwig Burchard is a complete catalogue 

of the oeuvre.  

The project is currently nearing completion. The first volume was published in 1968. Several Rubens 

researchers from the KMSKA wrote part of this scientific publication. 
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Many myths surround James Ensor's work. The artist himself liked to promote these myths. For 

example, the idea that Ensor contemplated long and hard about his compositions and often changed 

them. The Ensor Research Project investigates the truth behind these myths, by going back to the 

basics and the actual work of art. The creative process is central to this approach: from idea to 

finished painting. The researchers try to discover in various ways how Ensor started a painting and the 

meaning he wanted to communicate. The research team initially examines their own collection and 

subsequently expands the scope to other (Flemish) museum collections.  

 

 

The researchers investigate archives looking for text written by James Ensor. He was an enthusiastic 

writer of letters, postcards, speeches and other public texts. All these texts together help us understand 

Ensor's artistic and social views. Why did Ensor use masks to reveal people's true nature? Why is there 

so much satire in his work? Why did he portray himself so often? Why did he cultivate an image of the 

misunderstood artist?  The Ensor Research Project tries to find the answer in Ensor, the person. 

 

 

Another part of the Ensor Research Project literally dives into the layers of paint, with specialised 

imaging techniques such as infrared, X-ray and various fluorescence techniques. Each method 

highlights a different facet of the creation process. A particular process reveals the pigments used, 

while another exposes the signature. Each painting in the collection is scrutinised in this way. 

In addition, each restoration provides a wealth of information. To restore a painting to its former glory, 

the restorer has to learn how Ensor painted. With the exception of specialised images, the restorer sees 

every millimetre of the work in front of him, every brushstroke, every grain of sand. 

Indeed, the team found grains of sand on his work, which is proof that Ensor did paint outdoors, on the 

beach. 

 

 

Art history is the final pillar on which the research is based. James Ensor was unique as an artist, but 

what inspired him? The researchers analysed Ensor's visual motifs and style and compared them with 

those of his contemporaries and predecessors. Literature is apparently an abundant source of ideas. 

How critics, colleagues and the public reacted to Ensor's work tells us a lot about the time in which he 

lived, the position he held as an artist – and as a citizen. What is Ensor's real significance in the long 

history of art? How innovative was he? 
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Launched in 2007 with the financial support of The Getty Foundation (Los Angeles), the 

Rubens Research Project subjects the museum's Rubens collection to an exhaustive scientific 

study. The photographic and material analyses provide insight into the painting technique 

and style of Rubens and his studio staff, and offer a more accurate picture of the creative 

design process and the dating of the paintings. In addition, the archive study explores the 

history, the origin and the restoration history of the paintings. Examination of 

primary and secondary sources adds information on the historical context, the iconography and the 

image tradition. 

As part of the project, several KMSKA researchers completed their own Corpus section within the 

Ludwig Burchard Corpus Rubenianum.   

For several years now, the focus of the project has been on research into the use of tronies in Rubens' 

studio and their disclosure to the public. 

 

 
  

 

 
Technical research helps conservators to better assess a condition, identify degradation processes, 

distinguish overpainting and understand constructions. It is essential that important decisions before 

and during treatments are scientifically based and documented. Through a long-term cooperation with 

the AXES research group of the University of Antwerp, the KMSKA can carry out technical materials 

research with highly specialised equipment.  This research varies according to the condition of an 

object and may include: 

→ professional photography of milestones in restoration projects 

→ technical documents, such as UV, infrared and false colour images, as standard procedure  

→ dendrochronology 

→ infrared reflectography 

→ 3D scanning 

→ MA-XFR 

 

The KMSKA also collaborates with The Getty Institute, Detroit Institute of Arts or other museums for 

specific research on its (travelling) collection pieces. 

 

Technical materials research not only helps the conservator with treatments but also provides 

important information for art historical research, such as attributions and dating.  

It is an important part of the research performed into the creative processes of both Ensor and Rubens 

within the Ensor Research Project and the Rubens Research Project. 
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Rubens, Van Eyck, Fouquet, Ensor, Magritte, Memling, Rodin, etc. What's their influence on 

contemporary artists? Twenty-two artists, groups and collectives will immerse themselves in the 

museum's collection for five years. They are inspired by old and modern masters, or by the museum 

building, and this is reflected in their contemporary interpretation. In words, music, images, 

performances, etc. 

 

 

Singer-songwriter with a fascination for James Ensor. His real name is Tom Van Laere and he is 

sometimes called the Belgian 'Neil Young'. Curious to know how his 'Einstein Brain' musically interprets 

the KMSKA's collection? 

 

 

Bad van Marie perform visual experience theatre. Matthias Meersman and Peter Boelens share the 

artistic direction between them. The collective likes to make its audience think: about themselves and 

about society. Now Bad van Marie are immersing themselves in our collection ... 

 

 

Actor, theatre producer, writer, visual artist, performance artist. He brings art to the public space and to 

a wide audience. From a gigantic bird's nest on a city square to the museum. 

 

 

Poet, columnist, journalist and dramatist Bernard Dewulf has already written several collections of 

essays on painting. He experiences art as an inseparable part of his existence. Dewulf was Antwerp's 

city poet in 2012 and 2013. 

 

 

Dimitri Leue is a Flemish television and theatre actor and writer. He has a reputation for reflecting 

deeply on art, literature, society, psychosocial issues, the environment, etc. and using this material in his 

own creative way. 

 

 

String trio with Kris Matthynssens on viola, Fedra Coppens on violin and Pieter Stas on cello. They play 

modern and contemporary compositions ... especially when they are inspired by the Flemish Masters. 

 

 

This band combines poetic and snappy lyrics in their West-Flemish dialect with a unique sound. The 

band's EP 'Meesters' was inspired by six masterpieces from the collection. In 2019, they performed 

their new songs at three successful and sold-out concerts at the KMSKA construction site. 
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IKRAAAN describes herself as a clown and a conductor who embodies all the pain, joy, good and bad in 

man, and translates these feelings into music. Her sweet voice combined with catchy words strike an 

emotional chord with her audience. Hypnotising music about the pain of being fundamentally different. 

 

 

Iris Bouche understands the art of bringing together the movement of everyday things into a fascinating 

choreography. She also investigates how atypical dancers can play a role in the contemporary dance 

landscape. Her Isomo Project at the KMSKA is a good example of this. 

 

 

Jaouad Alloul can't be pigeonholed. Thank goodness for that. He sings, dances, acts, takes action, 

fights (not necessarily in this order), etc. But whatever he does, his mission is always the same: 

connecting people through dialogue and art. 

 

 

Joffrey Anane is a dancer, choreographer and actor. He is part of the Osei Bantu art collective and 

creates his own comedy show and web series called Afro Belg. Joffrey also networks with artists 

around the world. His mission? Bringing people and art together. 

 

 

The historical wind ensemble Oltremontano explores the history of wind instruments and brings 

forgotten musical heritage to life. They created a soundtrack for Hans Memling's triptych God the 

Father with singing and music-making angels. Together with the Centre for Musical Instrument Building 

in the Flemish town of Puurs, they built copies of the depicted instruments.  

 

 

Peeping Tom is an international dance theatre collective of choreographers Gabriela Carriza and Franck 

Chartier. They create magical universes where realism and surrealism meet in a mix of dance, theatre 

and music. Peeping Tom blurs the boundaries. 

 

 

Belgian jazz composer and saxophonist Robin Verheyen lives in the US. He regularly shares the stage 

with jazz legends and he founded TaxiWars together with Tom Barman. Verheyen connects old and 

new musical influences. And now also visual art with music. 

 

 

Sarah Carlier is a singer-songwriter. She wrote her first songs when she was sixteen. Her style can be 

described as a gentle mix of folk, pop and soul, which is open to influences from world music. She has 
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a warm and captivating voice, encapsulated in a sunny groove. In addition to her guitar, Sarah recently 

discovered other instruments and new, electronic ways of playing music. 

 

 

With more than ten years of experience, the Belgian ensemble Scherzi Musicali is a well-known name in 

the world of early music. The pleasure of playing and prior research go hand in hand as the musicians 

(re)discover the repertoire of the 17th and 18th centuries. Unknown works as well as popular pieces are 

all subject to a process of reflection in order to create the most accurate interpretation of the musical 

style. 

 

 

'Multidisciplinary' describes Stef Kamil Carlens (°1970) in a nutshell. He is a visual artist, singer, 

musician, composer and producer who combines all of his talents when he performs with his band the 

Zita Swoon Group. 
 
 

This avant-garde collective describes itself as a Gentwerp jazz-fusion-beat group with five Power 

Rangers playing leading roles. For the artwork of their latest album, they chose Composition by Guy 

Vandenbranden which is a work of art from the KMSKA collection. 

 

 

Theater Stap creates performances that focus on people with mental disabilities. The authenticity of 

the players is always paramount. Marc Bryssinck is the artistic director. 

 

 

Tom Van Dyck is an actor, scriptwriter, director and producer. Which works from our collection trigger 

his creativity? Perhaps the works by his namesake – and who knows, his distant relative – Anthony van 

Dyck? 

 

 

Reinhilde Decleir founded the social-artistic workshop Tutti Fratelli in 2007. Artists and disadvantaged 

groups join forces to create performances. They always start from their imagination, words and the 

player. Decleir is artistic director and director of the fratelli. 

 

 

Voetvolk – foot soldiers – is an internationally acclaimed dance and performance company. 

Choreographer and dancer Lisbeth Gruwez and composer and musician Maarten Van Cauwenberghe 

use their performances to investigate how body movements respond to various forms of ecstasy. 
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In September 2020, we launched a call for The Finest Hundred. This is the test audience we used to 

fine-tune the new museum experience. The Finest Hundred are critical and work hard. This provides 

fascinating insights. For example, we can avoid many teething problems before we open. 

 

 

 

The Finest Hundred are enthusiastic about the new museum and are not afraid to give their honest 

opinion. They focus on the following items: 

 

  

→ They look for obstacles that may hinder visitors.  

→ They investigate whether the public will find their way around the museum easily.  

→ They give their opinion about the texts, workshops and other public activities.  

→ They check if all the information is clear.   

→ They give tips on how to make the reception and facilities more user-friendly.  

→ They do a test run of the museum floor plan.  

→ They test the website and the online ticket system.  

→ They give their opinion about exhibition concepts.  

→ They test the audio guides and multimedia applications.  

→ They help us find solutions so we can respond even more effectively to our audience.  

 

 

Since they were chosen, the Finest Hundred have already tested the wayfinding in the museum, the new 

multimedia, gallery texts and labels, the new website, a special audio tour and a new exhibition concept.  


